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Multiple Vehicle Operations (m:N)

I am interested in the m:N design challenge 

I believe through design, we can better:

• Identify and overcome the technical barriers

• Understanding and addressing technical barriers 

will help address safety barriers

• Properly addressing safety barriers will help 

address regulatory barriers
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Multiple Vehicle Operations (m:N)

• In order to scale N, you need automation.

• This is the “seen” challenge

• However, the challenge is much larger than deciding 

what to automate and doing a good job automating 

functions and allocating those functions.

“When it comes to the job itself, however, the 

problem is not to dissect it into parts or 

motions, but to put together an integrated 

whole. This is the new task.”

– Peter Drucker The Practice of Management (1954) 
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Multiple Vehicle Operations (m:N)

• The unseen challenge is identifying interdependencies 

and designing support for them.

• The interdependencies between the functions are as 

critical as the functions themselves.

• Understanding interdependencies is particularly 

important as roles and responsibilities are distributed.
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Benefits of Interdependence Analysis
models both the human 
and the machine

models work 
context

models 
physical and 
cognitive work

Can model multiple 
teammates models interdependencies 

between teammates

models soft 
interdependencies

Helps design for flexibility by 
identifying alternative ways to 
accomplish the same task

Helps design for 
resilience by 
understanding risk

Maps to 
implementation Models workflows
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Benefits of Interdependence Analysis
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Multiple Vehicle Operations (m:N)

So what is the work involved in

aerial multiple vehicle operations? 
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Hierarchical Functional Framework

Functions are interdependent, thus they are not cleanly separable and 

cannot be arbitrarily distributed without managing the interdependencies. 
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Control Level

• Flight control requires 

continuous tracking and high 

data rates with low latency 

tolerance

• Latency and scale will limit non-

automated solutions at this 

level
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• Must consider ALL the work 

and not just the parts autonomy 

can do 

• Navigation level requires 

perception of external 

environment and dynamic 

replanning.

• Importance, relevance and time 

constraints vary across phases 

of flight. 

• Engineer assumptions may not 

be optimal for all situations 

which can lead to overly rigid 

system responses.

Navigation Level
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Flight Planning Level

• The flight planning level is 

about following rules and 

procedures. It is the “happy 

path” when everything is 

proceeding according to plan.

• Automated changes can be 

opaque to the operator
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Mission Planning Level

• The mission planning level is 

what is often referred to as 

“headwork” 

• Contingency handling can look 

like following procedures, but it 

should be more flexible and 

thought of as guidelines.
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Procedures are not a 

substitute for

sound judgment.

Contingency Handling

Aren’t they just procedures?

• Vague steps

• Notes on judgment calls

• Warnings with context

• Overarching catch all
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Communications

• ATC voice interaction is probably 

not going away any time soon.

• C2 is the ONLY way any remote 

operations are possible and it will 

limit what remote functions are 

feasible.

• C2 limits can cause breakdowns 

in common ground between 

automation and people.

• A key challenge is design of roles 

and responsibilities, as well as, 

proper hand-off procedures to 

facilitate smooth transition of 

responsibility. 
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Related Domains

• HALE UAS (e.g. Global Hawk)

• Airlines

• Satellite Constellation 

• NASA ISS

• Military Air Operations
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HALE UAS (e.g. Global Hawk)

Why is it similar?

• Remote Operations

• It is an aircraft

• Same Nominal activity

• Same Phases of flight

• Similar contingencies

• Needs to coordinate with ATC

• Needs C2

Why is it NOT similar?

• Always 1:1 

• Performance and duration may 

be different
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HALE UAS (e.g. Global Hawk)
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Airlines

Why is it similar?

• It is also an aircraft

• Same Nominal activity

• Same Phases of flight

• Similar contingencies

• Needs to coordinate with ATC

• M:N (3:~1)

• Fleet Management

Why is it NOT similar?

• Pilot onboard

• Performance and duration 

could be different

• Operating only in controlled 

airspace
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Airlines
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NASA ISS

Why is it similar?

• Remote Operations

• M:N (e.g. if you consider 

subsystems N)

Why is it NOT similar?

• Not an aircraft

• Operational Environment

– Space is very predictable

– Easy to control

– Constant

• Mission duration is much 

longer (years)

• Different nominal activities

• Different flight phases

• Different contingencies
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NASA ISS

There is very little automation onboard

ISS is not capable of unmanned flight
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Satellite Constellation

Why is it similar?

• Remote Operations

• M:N (~10:200)

• Fleet Management

Why is it NOT similar?

• Not an aircraft

• Operational Environment

– Space is very predictable

– Easy to control

– Constant

• Mission duration is much 

longer (years)

• Different nominal activities

• Different flight phases

• Different contingencies
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Satellite Constellation
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Military – Manned Air Operations

Why is it similar?

• It is also an aircraft

• Same Nominal activity

• Same Phases of flight

• Similar contingencies

• Needs to coordinate with ATC

Why is it NOT similar?

• Pilot onboard

• Performance could be different

• Mission duration could be 

different

• Has tactical requirements 

which may not apply
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Military – Air Operations
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Interdependence is the 
unseen challenge in m:N 
multi-vehicle operations
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